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Iron Embers manufactures premium wood-burning fire pits and outdoor
living accessories. All products are built locally at their facility in Guelph,
Ontario. So keep yourself warm with a chiminea or grill up some fresh food
with a BBQ grill on their Octagonal Cottager—they have you covered.

Eric Tamminga is Iron Embers’ owner, founded in 2011 with his two

brothers. His background as a mechanical engineer and working in the

automation field for several years have been significant assets in getting

Iron Embers running efficiently.

All Iron Embers products, from fire pits to BBQ grills and vinyl tarp covers, are made in-house. They pride
themselves in product value, hold very tight control of product quality, and offer an unmatched 10-year
guarantee on every item sold. Iron Embers strives to build quality products they can proudly stand
behind! Iron Embers looks forward to seeing the company grow and establish leadership in North
America’s premium fire pit and outdoor living industry. In addition, they plan to expand Iron Embers’
offerings with more complementary products and increase distribution across  Canada.
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Guruasish is a hiking enthusiast who discovered his love for curating adventures while
exploring the Himalayas and the Bruce Trail. He enjoys exploring new food joints and trail
finds and watching nature documentaries. Guruasish is a dog dad to Murphy, the Chief Paw
Officer, and a husband to Jagminder, an invaluable asset to the business.

Trek Nirvana is a Guelph-based travel design agency and community of outdoor
adventurers. Passionate about seeking authentic and sustainable travel experiences,
exploring local culture and heritage, connecting with new people and discovering
indigenous art and cuisine. Trek Nirvana started as a community of outdoor adventurers and
nature-preneurs. Since then, they have become a TICO-certified, brown-owned small
business based in Ontario.

Tours have a particular focus on culture, food, and hyper-personalized experiences. Trek
Nirvana believes in crafting a personalized vacation and has guides and hike leaders who can
curate the same for you on-ground. “As someone who thoroughly enjoys travelling and being
out in nature, I wanted to start something to help others find their nirvana outdoors. Trek
Nirvana’s purpose is to reconnect people with Mother Nature, help to plan incredible vacations
and make travel more sustainable!” Trek Nirvana is working on a plan to promote tourism and
other small businesses in Guelph. They are constantly working on adding more local
adventures to the list, creating BIPOC-friendly guided hikes, and crafting a bike tour in
Vietnam.
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